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 All course materials and datasets will assume that you are using Stata to complete the 
analysis. Stata is available from Stata at discounted pricing. I am coordinating distribution of 
copies for the company.1 
 
 Stata is available on some of the computers in the Draper 015 laboratory. However, the 
lab is in high demand and computers often lack the disk space necessary to work with large data 
sets. This can be an issue, especially for your final project. If you have a home computer, it is 
highly recommended that you purchase a copy of Stata. 
 
 Stata is available for Windows95, Windows NT, Windows XP, Macintosh OS X, and 
UNIX/LINUX operating systems. To complete the problem sets, you will need at least sixteen 
megabytes of memory (with 16 megabytes, you will experience some delays with larger 
datasets); ideally you should have 32 or 48 megabytes of memory. For the final project, if you 
expect to work with large datasets (e.g., with more than 10,000 observation and 200 variables), 
48 or more megabytes is essential. 
 
 While it is possible to complete the course using only this introduction and Stata’s “on-
line” help system, it is strongly recommended that you purchase at least the Stata User’s 
Guide before beginning the first problem set. The Reference Manuals are extremely helpful 
with respect to the final project for this course. You will need to complete data manipulations 
and analysis not necessary covered in the problem sets. Additionally, the reference manuals 
include both theoretical and practical introductions to the estimation techniques that can be very 
useful in learning the course concepts. There will be one set of “course” manuals that will be 
available during office hours and for limited circulation from me. A cheaper alternative is to 
purchase the Stata Reference Manual Extract. 
 
 The commands outlined below assume that you are using Stata Release 9.0 or higher; 
however, most will also work with Stata Release 6.0 or higher. It is possible to upgrade older 
versions; contact Stata for more details. 
 

                                                 
1 I receive no financial reward for distributing Stata. 
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0.  Preliminaries 
 
Stata is controlled through menus and command statements. Mundane tasks like opening, saving, 
or closing a file are usually done using menus. Analytic work must be done using commands – 
either inputted directly or through “.do” files – text files that contain strings of commands. Here 
is what the basic Stata environment looks like:  
 

 
 
The main, black window is the “Stata Results” window; this is where the results of any analysis will 
appear. This is also where Stata will complain if you make a mistake – see, for instance, the line 
“unrecognized command:  close” that is near the bottom of the Results window (on a color 
monitor, Stata’s error statements usually appear as red type). The “Review” window shows a list of 
recently used commands – this is very helpful when you want to re-run estimations or check exactly what 
it is that you did. The “Variables” window lists the variables in the dataset. The “Stata Command” 
window is where you type in commands for Stata to execute. Most of this document is devoted to the 
commands you will type into the Stata Command box; where appropriate (and possible), I will also point 
out how to use the menus to do the same thing. In Versions 8.0 and higher many of these commands may 
be accessed from the menus at the top of the main window. 
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1.  Managing the Workspace 
 
set memory 
A command valid for the Windows95, Windows NT, and UNIX versions. Allocates 8 MB RAM 
memory for data: 
set memory 8000 
 
On the Macintosh, the same would be accomplished by: 

a) Quitting Stata 
b) Finding the Stata icon (it must be the icon and not an alias of the program) 
c) Clicking once on the Stata icon 
d) Selecting the “Get Info...” command from the “File” menu 
e) In the “Get Info” window, clicking on the pop-up menu labeled “Show:” and selecting the 

“Memory” option. Then enter the desired amount of memory in kilobytes in the 
“Preferred Size” entry box. In this example, you would type “8000” in the “Preferred 
Size” entry box. 

f) Close the “Get Info” window and re-start Stata. 
 
Note: For some of the problem sets you will need to allocate at least 12 megabytes to Stata; 
for most, 8 megabytes will be sufficient. 

 
use 
Loads a data set stored as “mydata.dta” into the workspace: 
use mydata 
 
If there are unsaved changes to any data in the workspace which you want STATA to overwrite: 
use mydata, clear 
 
Load only some of the variables, say “var1" and “var2": 
use var1 var2 using mydata 
 
Load only some of the observations, say 1 through 100: 
use if _n <= 100 using mydata 
 
Load only the observations, that fit some criteria, say “rhhfamtp” is 1: 
use if rhhfamtp == 1 using mydata 
 
Note: You may also use the “Open…” command in the “File” menu to open data sets. 
 
describe 
Lists the workspace configuration, and information on any data in the workspace: 
describe 
 
You can also examine a data set stored as “mydata.dta” on a disk without loading the data into 
the workspace: 
describe using mydata 
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save 
Writes a file, such as “mydata.dta”, containing the data in the workspace (and any changes made 
to the data in the workspace) to the disk: 
save mydata 
 
If you want STATA to overwrite an existing file called “mydata.dta”: 
save mydata, replace 
 
Note: You may also use the “Save As…” and “Save” commands in the “File” menu to save data 
sets. 
 
set obs 
Sets the number of observations, in this case to 1000, in a previously empty workspace: 
set obs 1000 
 
drop  all 
Eliminates all data in the work space and resets the number of observations and the number of 
variables to zero: 
drop _all 
 
(See section 3 below if you wish to drop only certain variables) 
(See section 4 below if you wish to drop only certain observations) 
 
compress 
Converts the variables in the data set to the most RAM efficient format without loss of precision 
or data. A very useful command if you do not have enough RAM to load your data set as it was 
presented to you. 
compress 
 

Note: If your data set is very large, this command can literally take hours to execute. 
 
exit 
Exits the STATA program: 
exit 
 
If there are unsaved changes to any data in the workspace, you must either save the changes or 
explicitly abandon them before you can exit.  To explicitly abandon changes to the data and exit: 
exit, clear  
 
 
2.  Logging an Interactive STATA Session 
 
log 
Opens a log file, in this case called “mylog.log”, on the hard drive (or where ever you specify). 
There are two types of log files: plain text and Stata’s own format, Stata Markup and Control 
Language (SMCL). SMCL-format logs must be viewed using the Viewer. For more information 
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on the Viewer, use the “help viewer” command in Stata. You may also control logging functions 

using this button on the main toolbar:  
 
To create a plain text (ASCII) log file: 
log using mylog, text 
 
If “mylog.log” already exists, you can replace the previous version: 
log using mylog, replace 
 
If “mylog.log” already exists, you can add to the previous version: 
log using mylog, append 
 
You can end a log file if, for example, you wish to begin a new one: 
log close 
 
You may suspend a log file temporarily if, for example, you wish to display on-screen a large 
number of observations that you don’t wish to have included in the log file: 
log off 
 

(See Section 5 for information on printing observations (across the screen).) 
 
You can then start the same log file again: 
log on 
 
Most log commands are also available using through using the “Log” command in the “File” 
menu. 
 
 
3.  Adding and Removing Variables 
 
generate 
Adds a new variable – in this case yearly income “yrinc” – defined as “wkinc” multiplied by 50: 
generate yrinc = wkinc * 50 
 
replace 
Changes the value of an existing variable: 
replace yrinc = wkinc * 52 
 
You can change the value of an existing variable only for certain observations, in this case where 
“sex” is 2: 
replace yrinc = wkinc * 52 if sex == 2 
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drop 
Eliminates a variable, in this case “wkinc”, which deletes a column from the work space: 
drop wkinc 
 
More than one variable can be deleted with a single statement, in this case “yrinc” and “wkinc”: 
drop wkinc yrinc 
 
(See section 1 above if you wish to drop all variables and set the number of variables and the 
number of observations to zero) 
 

(See section 4 below if you wish to eliminate certain observations) 
 
 
4.  Removing Observations 
 
drop 
Eliminates observations, in this case those for which “rhhfamtp” is one, which deletes certain 
rows from the work space: 
drop if rhhfamtp == 1 
 

(See section 3 above if you wish to eliminate certain variables) 
 
 
5.  Describing and Examining Data 
 
summarize 
Calculates descriptive statistics on all variables in the workspace: 
summarize 
 
You can only summarize some variables, in this case “rhhinc”: 
summarize rhhinc 
 
You can see additional summary statistics, such as medians, if you use the “detail” option: 
summarize rhhinc, detail 
 
You may want only to summarize certain observations, in this case when “race” is less than or 
equal to 2: 
summarize rhhinc if race <= 2, detail 
 
You may wish to summarize a variable, in this case “rhhinc”, separately for each value of 
another variable, in this case “race”: 
sort race 
by race: summarize rhhinc, detail 
 
Running summarize automatically saves the statistics produced by the command in a temporary 
form called a scalar. A series of scalars, each of which contains a different statistic, is produced 
when summarize is run. The scalar  “_result(1)” contains the number of observations, the scalar 
“_result(3)” contains the mean, and the scalar “_result(4)” contains the variance.  Each time 
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summarize is run, the scalars are replaced with the statistic from the most recent analysis.  (See 
section 8 below if you wish to assign these temporary scalars to more permanent scalars to 
facilitate further computation.) 
 
tabulate 
Calculates the number of observations for which a particular variable, in this case “race”, takes 
on each of its observed values: 
tabulate race 
 
Note that you can only “tabulate” variables that take on fewer than 99 different values. 
 
You may limit the calculation to certain observations – in this case those where “race” is less 
than 3: 
tabulate race if race < 3 
 
You can calculate means of another variable – in this case “rhhinc” – for each value of the 
variable being tabulated, in this case “race”: 
tabulate race if race < 3, summarize(rhhinc) 
 
You can produce cross-tabulations by specifying two variables.  In this case, to see “rhhfamtp” 
and “race” cross-tabulated: 
tabulate rhhfamtp race 
 
To calculate the percentage of observations in each cell: 
tabulate rhhfamtp race, cell 
 
To calculate the column percentages: 
tabulate rhhfamtp race, col 
 
To calculate the row percentages: 
tabulate rhhfamtp race, row 
 
You can calculate the mean for another variable – in this case “rhhinc” – for each combination of  
“rhhfamtp” and “race”: 
tabulate rhhfamtp race, summarize(rhhinc) 
 
list 
Prints all variables and observations to the screen: 
list 
 
You can print a limited set of variables, in this case “rhhfamtp” and “rhhinc”: 
list rhhfamtp rhhinc 
 
You can print a limited set of observations, in this case observations 1 through 10: 
list rhhfamtp rhhinc in 1/10 
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You could also print a limited set of observations according to another criteria, in this case 
“race” being equal to 2: 
list if race == 2 
 
(If you are running a log file, and wish to list observations but do not wish to include them in the 

log file, see section 2 above) 
 
inspect 
Provides information on missing values, in this case for the variable “rhhinc”: 
inspect rhhinc 
 
codebook 
Provides even more complete information on missing values, whether the variable is continuous 
or discrete, and labeling, in this case for the variable “rhhinc”; 
codebook rhhinc 
 
 
6.  Testing Hypotheses About Means 
 
ttest 
tests a hypothesis about a mean – in this case, that the mean of the variable “rhhinc” is 30,000: 
ttest rhhinc = 30000 
 
To test a hypothesis that the means of two groups are equal, in this case where the two groups 
are defined by a variable “race”: 
ttest rhhinc, by(race) 
 
To perform this test without imposing the restriction that the variance is equal in both groups: 
ttest rhhinc, by(race) unequal 
 
 
7.  Labeling Variables and Values 
 
label 
To attach a label to a variable, in this case “Income” to “rhhinc”: 
label variable rhhinc “Income” 
 
To label the values of a variable, there is a two step process: 

a) first define a variable that contains the value labels for the variable in question. For 
instance, to label the variable race, first define valuelab 
label define valuelab 1 “Black” 
 

Once the labels are defined, they can be changed: 
label define valuelab 1 “White” 2 “Black”, modify 

 
b) then tie the value labels to the variable, in this case “race”; 
label value race valuelab 
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8.  Scalars and Using STATA as a Calculator 
 
display 
To calculate the logarithm of 50: 
display log(50) 
 
To calculate the logarithm of 50, multiply this by seven and add 36: 
display log(50) * 7 + 36 
 
Note that in this way, STATA can be used as simple calculator.  Performing computations in this 
manner does not affect the data set present in the workspace. 
 
scalar 
Saves a particular value in a form to permit further computation.  To define a scalar “l50" equal 
to the log of 50: 
scalar l50 = log(50) 
 
To define another scalar “l502" equal to the square of the scalar “l50": 
scalar l502 = l50 ^2 
 
To show the value of the scalar “l502": 
display l502 
 
To save the mean calculated using summarize as a scalar “xbar”: 
scalar xbar = _result(3) 
 
(See section 5 above for information on saving summary statistics as scalars.) 
To save a regression coefficient, in this case on a variable called “sex”, as a scalar “bsex”: 
scalar bsex = _b[sex] 
 

(See section 11 below for information on saving the results from linear and non-linear 
estimation commands as scalars.) 

 
 
9.  Making Graphs 
 
Since Version 8.0, all graphing controls are unified under the “Graphics” menu. For this course, 
you should only need to use the graphs in the “Easy graphs” command at the top of this menu. 
Stata has very detailed and sophisticated graphing options – including the ability to output 
graphs in the style and format found in specific newspapers and journals. To get a fuller 
introduction to Stata’s graphing capability, purchase A Visual Guide to Stata Graphics from 
Stata. See also the help command help graph. 
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10.  Random Numbers 
 
uniform random numbers 
To generate a variable “rdraw” containing random numbers distributed uniformly between 0 and 
1: 
generate rdraw = uniform() 
 
(See the discussion of “set obs” in section 1 if you are beginning with an empty workspace) 
 
To generate a variable “rdraw” containing random numbers distributed uniformly between 0 and 
100: 
generate rdraw = uniform() * 100 
 
normal random numbers 
To generate a variable “ndraw” containing random numbers drawn from the unit (standard) 
normal distribution: 
generate rdraw = invnorm(uniform()) 
 

(See the discussion of “set obs” in section 1 if you are beginning with an empty workspace) 
 
To generate a variable “ndraw” containing random numbers distributed normally with mean 100 
and standard deviation 50: 
generate ndraw = invnorm(uniform()) * 50 + 100 
 
 

11.  Estimating Linear Models 
 
regress 
calculates the solution to the least squares problem, in this case for a regression of the dependent 
“rhhinc” on the independents “age” and “sex”: 
regress rhhinc age sex 
 
If you wish to only include observations with “age” equal to 30 in the regression: 
regress rhhinc age sex if age == 30 
 
The “noconstant” options supresses the constant, which is usually not a wise thing to do: 
regress rhhinc age sex, noconstant 
 
To run weighted least squares, with a weight variable called “hsize”: 
regress rhhinc age sex [aweight = hsize] 
 
To run two-stage least squares where “hours” is endogenous and “z1" is an exogenous 
instrumental variable: 
regress rhhinc age sex hours (age sex z1) 
 
Running a regression automatically saves the statistics produced by the command in a temporary 
form called a scalar until the next regression is run.  In the above example, the scalar “_b[age]” 
contains the coefficient estimate for the “age” variable while the scalar “_b[sex]” contains the 
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estimate for the “sex” variable.  The sum of squared residuals, which is sometimes useful in 
construction tests of joint hypotheses, is saved temporarily as “_result(4).” 
 
Note: If you run a regression containing more than 40 variables, Stata will return an error code 
saying: 
matsize too small 
        r(908); 
 
To overcome this problem, reset the maximum number of variables Stata will estimate using the 
matsize command; the number should be greater than or equal to the total number of variables 
in the regression. 
set matsize 150 
 

You must close the current dataset before using this command. If you try to reset the 
matsize before closing the dataset, Stata returns: 
set matsize 150 
        no; data in memory would be lost 
        r(4);  
 
To reset the matsize, save the current data set, use the “drop _all” command, and then use the 
matsize command. 
 

(If you wish to save regression coefficients or the sum of squared residuals in a more permanent 
form, see Section 8.) 

 
predict 
calculates the predicted value for each observation using the coefficients from the last regression 
estimated and saves these as a variable called “yhat”: 
predict yhat 
 
If you want to calculate the residual for each observation, using the most recently estimated 
regression model and then save these as a variable called “ehat”: 
predict ehat, residual 
 
test 
calculates an F-test of a joint hypothesis concerning the coefficients in the most recently 
estimated regression model, in this case with the null hypothesis 
H0: βeduc = βsex = βage = 0: 
test sex age educ 
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If you wish to construct an F-test that the two coefficients are equal to each other, but not 
necessary equal to zero: 
test sex = age 
 
(If you wish to construct a test of a hypothesis in a linear model that implies the equality of more 
than two coefficients, see the discussion of the regress command for information on saving the 

sum of squared residuals as a scalar.) 
 
 
12.  Estimating Non-Linear Models 
 
logit 
estimates a model suitable for a dichotomous dependent variable.  In this case, the variable 
“immigr” equals one if the person immigrated and zero otherwise.  If you wish to estimate the 
probability of immigration conditional upon “age” and “educ”: 
logit immigr age educ 
 
If you wish to find a predicted probability for each observation based on the most recent model 
run and save these as a variable called “phat”: 
predict phat 
 
See the note on maximum number of variables in an estimation at the end of this section. 
 

(To test joint hypotheses about coefficients, see the discussion of the test command above in 
section 11.) 

 
(To save coefficients as scalars, see the discussion of the regress command in section 11.) 

 
mlogit 
estimates a model suitable for “polyotomous” (e.g., with three or more discrete values possible) 
dependent variables. In this case, the variable “school” is 0 if a person attended no college, 1 if 
they attended a two year college, and 2 if they attended a four year college. If you wish to 
estimate the probability of attendance at each type of school conditional upon “age,” “SAT” and 
“GPA”: 
mlogit school age SAT GPA 
 
This model estimates relative to one of the dependent variable categories. Thus the output will 
only produce two sets of coefficient estimates; these coefficient estimates are relative to what 
Stata calls the “basecategory.” You can tell Stata which category to treat as the “basecategory”; 
if you do not specify a basecategory, Stata will select one at random. To make “four year 
college” the basecategory: 
mlogit school age SAT GPA, basecategory(2) 
 
It is possible to predict probabilities for each observation for each of the dependent variable 
categories from the most recent model run. For instance, to predict the probabilities of “no 
college” for each observation into the variable “nocolp”: 
predict nocolp, outcome(0) 
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To predict the probabilites of “two year college” for each observation into the variable 
“prob2col”: 
predict prob2col, outcome(1) 
 

See the note on maximum number of variables in an estimation at the end of this section. 
 

(To test joint hypotheses about coefficients, see the discussion of the test command above in 
section 11.) 

 

(To save coefficients as scalars, see the discussion of the regress command in section 11.) 
 
probit 
estimates a model suitable for a dichotomous dependent variable.  In this case, the variable 
“immigr” is one if the individual immigrates and zero otherwise.  If you wish to estimate the 
probability of immigration conditional upon “age” and “educ”: 
probit immigr age educ 
 
If you wish to find a predicted probability for each observation based on the most recent model 
run and save these as a variable called “phat”: 
predict phat 
 

(See the note on maximum number of variables in an estimation at the end of this section.) 
 

(To test joint hypotheses about coefficients, see the discussion of the test command above in 
section 11.) 

 
(To save coefficients as scalars, see the discussion of the regress command in section 11.) 

 
tobit 
runs a model suitable for a censored variable, in this case “earnhr” which is censored at zero: 
tobit earnhr age educ, ll(0) 
 
If, instead of being censored at a lower limit of zero, the variable was censored at an upper limit 
of four hundred: 
tobit earnhr age educ, ul(400) 
 

(See the note on maximum number of variables in an estimation at the end of this section.) 
 
Maximum variables: If you run an estimation containing more than 40 variables, Stata will 
return an error code saying: 
matsize too small 
        r(908); 
 
To overcome this problem, reset the maximum number of variables Stata will estimate using the 
matsize command; the number should be greater than or equal to the total number of variables 
in the estimation. 
set matsize 150 
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You must close the current dataset before using this command. If you try to reset the 
matsize before closing the dataset, Stata returns: 
 set matsize 150 
        no; data in memory would be lost 
        r(4);  
 
To reset the matsize, save the current data set, use the “drop _all” command, and then use the 
matsize command. 
 

(To test joint hypotheses about coefficients, see the discussion of the test command above in 
section 11.) 

 
(To save coefficients as scalars, see the discussion of the regress command in section 11.) 

 
(To predict the expected value, conditional on the independent variables, for each observation, 

see the discussion of the predict command in section 11.) 
 
13.  Useful Functions For Estimation 
 
These functions are used with other commands, such as generate or as parts of statements in 
programs or “.do” files. 
 
Mathematical 
 
exp(x) 
returns ex (exponential), where x may be a constant or a variable such as “hhinc”, or an equation 
such as (wage + tip) 
exp(1.5) or exp(hhinc) or exp(wage + tip) 
 
ln(x) 
returns the natural log of x, where x may be a constant or a variable such as “hhinc”, or an 
equation such as (wage + tip) 
ln(1.5) or ln(hhinc) or ln(wage + tip) 
 
sqrt(x) 
returns the square root of x, where x may be a constant or a variable such as “hhinc”, or an 
equation such as (wage + tip) 
sqrt(1.5) or sqrt(hhinc) or sqrt(wage + tip) 
 
 
Statistical 
 
normd(x) 
returns the unit normal density (i.e., μ = 0, σ = 1) value for x, where x may be a constant, a 
variable such as “hhinc”, or an equation such as (avghhinc - hhinc)/stdhhinc 
normd(1.5) or normd(hhinc)or normd((avghhinc - hhinc)/stdhhinc) 
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In terms of the class notation, this is equivaluent to φ(x) 
 
normprob(x) 
returns the cumulative unit normal (i.e., μ = 0, σ = 1) value for x, where x may be a constant or a 
variable such as “hhinc”, or an equation such as (avghhinc - hhinc)/stdhhinc 
normprob(1.5) or normprob(hhinc)or 
 normprob((avghhinc - hhinc)/stdhhinc) 
 
In terms of the class notation, this is equivaluent to Φ(x) 
 
invnorm(p) 
returns the cumulative unit normal (e.g., μ = 0, σ = 1) Z score for the probability p, where p may 
be a constant or a variable such as “hhinc”, or an equation such as (prcntile/100) 
invnorm(.75) or invnorm(hhinc)or 
 invnorm(prcntile/100) 
 
In terms of the class notation, this is equivalent to Φ−1(p) 
 
13.  Programming Stata to Estimate Non-Standard Likelihood 
Functions 
 
Most of the likelihood functions estimated in the problem sets are pre-programmed into Stata 
(with the exception of the maximum likelihood analog to regression used in the first problem 
set). However, it is possible to program your own likelihood functions into Stata. 
 
To use this feature, you will need to become familiar with Stata’s programming language and the 
ml family of commands. In order to estimate a “home-made” likelihood function, you must: 
 

• Create a program that contains the log-likelihood version of the function 
• Determine the appropriate maximization technique 
• Determine the appropriate “seed” values for the maximization attempt 
• Create a “.do” file that provides Stata with both the log-likelihood program and the set of 

ml commands that tell Stata which maximization technique and which “seed” values you 
wish to use. 

 
In order to learn these steps, you will need a copy of the Stata reference manuals; the User’s 
Guide does not include information on the ml commands 
 


